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Abstract

The validity of measurements of the lumped mass transfer rate coefficient (k ) is studied on the basis of experimentalm,L

data acquired under Langmuir isotherm conditions, in reversed-phase liquid chromatography. Two different methods were
used, the perturbation method and frontal analysis. Accurate values of k can be properly obtained by the perturbationm,L

method because, with this method, the chromatographic processes take place under locally linear isotherm conditions. Values
of k can also be derived from the breakthrough curves obtained in frontal analysis. Because the contribution of axialm,L

dispersion to band broadening was larger than that of the mass transfer resistances, the apparent axial dispersion coefficient
(D ) was first derived from the breakthrough curve by applying the equilibrium–dispersive model. Then, the value of ka m,L

was calculated from D . The values of k determined by the two methods were in close agreement in the range ofa m,L

nondimensional Langmuir equilibrium constants (r51/ [11K C ]) between 0.32 and 0.85, irrespective of the mobile phaseL 0

flow velocity. Thus, frontal analysis can be used for kinetic studies of the mass transfer in chromatographic columns.
 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction velocity (n). It is generally assumed that mass
transfer in chromatographic columns consists of

Kinetic studies of mass transfer in columns pro- several processes and that the contributions of these
vide essential information on the separation mecha- processes to the total HETP are additive. The
nisms in chromatography [1]. So far, various plate following four main processes are usually consid-
height equations were proposed for this purpose ered, (1) axial dispersion; (2) fluid-to-particle mass
[1–8]. According to these equations, the information transfer; (3) intraparticle diffusion; and (4) adsorp-
on the mass transfer kinetics is obtained by analyzing tion /desorption. Most previous studies on chroma-
the dependence of the height equivalent to a theoret- tography kinetics were made under linear isotherm
ical plate (HETP, H ) or the reduced HETP (h) on the conditions because these assumptions and the HETP
mobile phase flow velocity (u) or the reduced flow equations are theoretically valid only in linear chro-

matography [1]. No information concerning the
concentration dependence of the mass transfer kinet-*Corresponding author. Department of Chemistry, The Uni-

versity of Tennessee, Knoxville, TN 37996-1600, USA. ics in chromatography can be derived from the
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conventional strategy based on the use of the various on the mobile phase velocity, using the ordinary
plate height equations. plate height equations, because, in this case, the

On the other hand, a number of publications have chromatographic processes take place under local
reported that the kinetic coefficients and the dif- linear isotherm conditions. The value of k atm,L

fusivities depend on the solute concentration [9–19]. different concentrations can also be calculated from
For example, the lumped mass transfer rate coeffi- these kinetic parameters. The goal of this study was
cient (k ) was determined by frontal analysis (FA) to compare the values of k determined by the FAm,L m,L

as follows [15–19]. Experimental breakthrough and PP methods and to check the validity of FA for
curves were acquired, used to derive the isotherm, the analysis of mass transfer kinetics in nonlinear
and compared to calculated ones. Calculated break- chromatography.
through curves were obtained by numerical integra-
tion of the transport model for each concentration
step, using the known equilibrium isotherm and 2. Theory
different constant values of k . The rate coefficientm,L

was estimated as the one for which the best agree-
2.1. Phase equilibriumment was observed between experimental and calcu-

lated breakthrough curves. It was assumed that km,L
The equilibrium isotherm of the compound waswas constant over the concentration range of a step

accounted for by the simple Langmuir model:in the FA experiments and corresponded to the
average concentration of this step. Further advance q K Cs L

]]]was made by reevaluating the values of k thus q 5 (1)m,L 1 1 K CLobtained [20–24]. Quantitative analyses of the de-
pendence of k on the solute concentration pro-m,L where C and q are the concentration of the solute in
vided new information on the mass transfer kinetics, the mobile and the stationary phases, respectively, qs
for example, the adsorption rate constant of the is the saturation capacity, and K the LangmuirL
adsorption /desorption process at the actual adsorp- parameter, related to the adsorption energy. These
tion sites. It was demonstrated that FA could be used two parameters were assumed to be independent of C.
as an effective strategy for a detailed investigation of
the mass transfer kinetics in columns, besides its

2.2. Mass transfer kineticsconventional use for the determination of the equilib-
rium isotherm and that the analysis of the con-

In the PP method, two kinetic parameters, i.e., thecentration dependence of the kinetic parameters
axial dispersion coefficient (D ) and the mass trans-Lprovided some essential items of information on the
fer rate coefficient (k ), were determined from themmass transfer characteristics in the column which
profiles of peaks eluting on the concentrationcould not be obtained from the conventional analyses
plateau, using a modified Van Deemter equation (seeof the correlations between H and u or between h
below). The apparent axial dispersion coefficientand n.
(D ) was estimated from the experimental break-aThe perturbation (PP) method is another effective
through curve obtained in FA, by applying thealternative for the simultaneous determination of the
equilibrium–dispersive model [1]. The values of km,Lphase equilibrium and the mass transfer kinetics [1].
were calculated from D and k in the PP methodL mMeasurements of the retention time and efficiency of
and from D in the FA method, and the results wereaelution peaks due to the injection of small samples
compared.on a constant concentration plateau are made at

various plateau concentrations and flow velocities.
The dependence of the retention time on the plateau 2.2.1. The HETP equation in linear
concentration leads to the isotherm. Several kinetic chromatography
parameters can be determined at each concentration The mass balance and the kinetic equations of the
by analyzing the dependence of the peak efficiency lumped kinetic model are [1]:
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2 (5a) is useful to simplify the formalism but it has no≠C ≠q ≠C ≠ C
] ] ] ]]1 F ? 1 u ? 5 D ? (2) special physical meaning. In the general rate modelL 2≠t ≠t ≠z ≠z of chromatography, the rate of adsorption or desorp-
≠q tion (and the direction of this mass flux) are assumed
] *5 k (q 2 q) (3)m to depend on the deviation of the local concentration≠t

from its equilibrium value. Eq. (5) indicates how the*where q is the concentration of the solute in the mass transfer rate coefficient in the solid film linear
stationary phase at equilibrium with C, t is the time, driving force model (k ) is related to the threemz the longitudinal distance along the column, and F kinetic parameters, the external mass transfer coeffi-
the phase ratio [F5(12e ) /e , with e the totalT T T cient (k ), the intraparticle diffusivity (D ), and thef ecolumn porosity]. The overall mass transfer rate in a adsorption rate constant (k ). The contributions ofadscolumn is represented by two kinetic parameters, DL the corresponding three mass transfer processes are
and k . The rate constant k accounts for them m additive.
contributions of all the mass transfer processes The following HETP equation is derived for linear
contributing to peak broadening, except for axial chromatography by combining Eqs. (4) and (5):
dispersion. These include fluid-to-particle mass
transfer, intraparticle diffusion, and adsorption /de- 292D kL 0

]] ]]H 5 1 2 ?sorption. This model assumes that the driving force S D9u 1 1 k0of the mass transfer between stationary and mobile
2 2ud ud k*phases is q 2q, i.e., the deviation from equilibrium, up p p

]] ]] ]] ]]? 1 1 ? (6)F GS Dand that the mass transfer rate is proportional to the 6Fk 60FD 1 1 k Fkf e p ads
driving force.

Lapidus and Amundson [25] derived an analytical 2.2.2. The HETP equation in locally linear
solution for the set of Eqs. (2) and (3). On the basis chromatography
of this result, Van Deemter et al. [3] proposed the When a small perturbation (sample or vacancy) is
following plate height equation which is valid for injected on a concentration plateau, the behavior of
linear chromatography, in the case of columns the resulting peak may be discussed using the results
having a moderate or high efficiency: of linear chromatography, although the plateau con-

2 centration may be such that the isotherm is non-92D k uL 0
]] ]] ]]H 5 1 2 ? ? (4) linear. Similar to Eq. (6), the following equation canS D9 9u 1 1 k k k0 0 m be used for analyzing the profiles of such elution

9 peaks:where k is the retention factor at infinite dilution. A0

comparison of Eq. (4) with the plate height equation
22D KLderived in the general rate model of chromatography ]] ]]S DH 5 1 2 ?u 1 1 Kgives the following equation [1]:

2 2ud ud k up p p2 2d d k ]] ]] ]] ]]? 1 1 ? (7)F 1 F GS Dp p p 6Fk 60FD 1 1 k Fk]] ] ]] ]] ] f e p ads5 1 1 ? (5)S D9k k 6k 60D 1 1 k k0 m f e p ads

where K is the partition coefficient in nonlinear
with chromatography [5FK 5F(Dq /DC)] which replacesa

1 2 ´ 9k in Eq. (6). The three kinetic parameters, k , Dp 0 f e
]]k 5 ? K (5a)p a and k , are correlated with k as follows:´ ads mp

2 2d d kwhere d is the average particle diameter, k the F 1p p pp f
]] ] ]] ]] ]5 1 1 ? (8)S Dexternal mass transfer coefficient, D the intraparticle Kk 6k 60D 1 1 k ke m f e p ads

diffusivity, k the adsorption rate constant, e theads p

intraparticle porosity, and K the adsorption equilib- The HETP in locally linear chromatography de-a

rium constant. The coefficient k introduced in Eq. pends on D and k as in linear chromatography:p L m
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rium–dispersive model (H ) is correlated with D as2 Pe a2D K uL
]] ]] ]]S DH 5 1 2 ? ? (9) follows:u 1 1 K Kkm

2D2L a
] ]]H 5 5 (12)It is usually assumed that axial dispersion results Pe Pe uLfrom two different mechanisms, axial molecular

where Pe is the column Peclet number (5uL /D ).diffusion and the fluid flow dispersion (i.e., Eddy L a

Similarly, in the transport model [1], k accountsdiffusion) [1]: m,L

for the contributions to band broadening of all the
D 5 g D 1 g d u (10)L 1 m 2 p mass transfer processes. The contribution of axial

dispersion is also lumped into k . The parameterm,Lwhere g and g are numerical parameters and D is1 2 m D in Eq. (2) is assumed to be equal to zero. TheLthe molecular diffusivity. The contribution of axial
HETP in the transport model (H ) is related with theStmolecular diffusion [the first term in the right hand
Stanton number (St5k L /u) as follows:m,Lside (RHS) of Eq. (10)] to D is negligible com-L

pared with that of the second term under the flow- K 2L
]]] ]H 5 ? (13)St 2rate conditions of this study. In this case, the St(1 1 K)

following modified Van Deemter equation is derived
where L is the column length.from Eq. (9):

The comparison of Eqs. (9) and (13) gives:
H 5 A 1 C u (11)s 2 D1 (1 1 K) 1L

]] ]]] ] ]5 ? 1 (14)with 2k K kum,L m

A 5 2g d (11a)2 p Eq. (14) indicates how k is correlated with Dm,L L

and k . Conversely, when the HETP values, H and2 m PeK 1
]] ]]S DC 5 2 ? ? (11b) H , estimated with the equilibrium–dispersive ands St1 1 K Kkm the transport models, respectively, are equivalent,

k is correlated with D by Eqs. (12) and (13) asThe first term in the RHS of Eq. (11), is in- m,L a

follows:dependent of u. The parameters D and k can beL m

calculated by taking advantage of the difference in 2u K
the flow velocity dependence of the two terms in the ] ]]]k 5 ? (15)m,L 2D (1 1 K)aRHS of Eq. (11). In this study, k was assumed tom

be independent of u. In this study, k was determined using these twom,L

different methods. First, D and k were calculatedL m

by analyzing with the modified Van Deemter equa-2.2.3. The equilibrium–dispersive model and the
tion (Eq. (11)) the flow velocity dependence of Htransport model
determined by the PP method. k was then calcu-In the equilibrium–dispersive model [1], the con- m,L

lated with Eq. (14). Another value of k wastributions to band broadening of all the mass transfer m,L

derived from the breakthrough curves measured inprocesses active in the column are accounted for by
FA. As described earlier, D was first estimated fromone parameter only, D : the parameter D in Eq. (2) aa L

these breakthrough curves. Then, k was calculatedis replaced by D . It is assumed that the mass m,La

with Eq. (15). Finally, the two values of k weretransfer kinetics between stationary and mobile m,L

compared.phases is infinitely fast, therefore k 5`. D wasm a

estimated from the breakthrough curve experimental-
ly measured in the FA method. The kinetic parame- 2.2.4. Correlations for some kinetic parameters
ter providing the best agreement between the ex- Eq. (7) includes four kinetic parameters, D , k ,L f

perimental breakthrough curve and the theoretical D and k . The following equations were used toe ads

one, calculated using the equilibrium–dispersive relate k and D . k was estimated with the Wilson–f e f

model was taken as D . The HETP in the equilib- Geankoplis equation [26]:a
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3.2. Chemicalsk d 1.09f p 1 / 3 1 / 3]] ]]Sh ; 5 ? Sc ReD ´m All the chemicals were used as supplied by their
(0.0015 , Re , 55) (16) manufactures. The stationary phase was Hyperprep

HS BDS C -silica gel (Shandon, Cheshire, UK).18where Sh, Sc and Re are the Sherwood, the Schmidt
HPLC-grade methanol and water were purchasedand the Reynolds numbers, respectively, and e is the
from Fisher Scientific (Fairlawn, NJ, USA). p-tert.-interparticle void fraction of the column. The value
Butylphenol (PTBP) and uracil were obtained fromof D was estimated by the Wilke–Chang equationm Aldrich (Milwaukee, WI, USA). Another inert tracer,[27,28]:
sodium nitrate, was purchased from Mallinckrodt

1 / 2 (Paris, KY, USA).(a M ) TA,sv sv28 ]]]]D 5 7.4 ? 10 ? (17)m,s 0.6
h Vsv b,s 3.3. Chromatographic conditions

where the subscripts s and sv denote the solute and
A stainless steel column (15 cm30.46 cm) packedthe solvent, respectively, a the association coeffi-A

with the C -silica gel (d , 12 mm) was used. Acient, M the molecular mass, h the viscosity, T the 18 p

methanol–water (50:50, v /v) solution was used asabsolute temperature, and V the molar volume atb
the mobile phase. The hold-up volume and thenormal boiling point.
interparticular volume of the column were deter-The parallel contributions of pore and surface
mined as 1.38 and 0.86 ml from the elution volumediffusions to intraparticle diffusion were assumed to
of uracil and sodium nitrate, respectively [31]. Uracilbe related through the following correlation [29,30]:
was almost unretained under the conditions of this

D 5 D 1 (1 2 ´ )K D (18)e p p a s study. The total porosity (e ) and the phase ratio (F )T

of the column were calculated as 0.55 and 0.81,
where D and D are the pore diffusivity and thep s respectively. The interparticular void fraction of the
surface diffusion coefficient, respectively.

column (e) and the porosity of the C -silica gel18The value of D for the solute was calculated withp packing material (e ) were, respectively, estimated aspthe following equation [1]:
0.35 and 0.31. All experiments were made at room

2´ temperature (29760.5 K). Breakthrough curves andp
]]D 5 ? D (19)S Dp m elution peaks were recorded at wavelengths of 254 or2 2 ´p

around 290 nm. The perturbation experiments were
made in the range of flow-rate (F ) between 0.5 andv

213. Experimental 2.5 ml min . The breakthrough curves were mea-
sured at three different flow-rates, 0.5, 1.5, and 2.5

213.1. Equipment ml min .

The liquid chromatograph equipment consisted of 3.4. Procedures
a Gilson Piston Pump Model 302 (Gilson Medical
Electronics, Middleton, WI, USA), a Valco injection The PP measurements were made with PTBP at

23valve (VICI, Houston, TX, USA), and a Spectroflow mobile phase concentrations between 0 and 6.0?10
21757 variable-wavelength UV detector (Kratos, Ram- g ml . Small perturbation pulses were injected into

sey, NJ, USA). The detector was connected to a the stream of feed solution. The sample solutions
microcomputer equipped with a data acquisition were obtained by dissolving small amounts of PTBP
program operating under DOS (Peaksimple II ver- in each feed solution. The difference DC between the
sion. 3.54, from SRI Instruments, Torrance, CA, PTBP concentrations in the sample and the feed

23 21USA). The acquired data were uploaded to one of the solutions was fixed at 1.0?10 g ml because the
computers at the University of Tennessee Computer response of the UV detector was nonlinear and had a
Center for further analysis. low sensitivity. The volume of sample solution
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injected was 20 ml. The elution peak was analyzed
by assuming locally linear isotherm conditions. This
assumption is validated later. The kinetic parameters,
D and k , were calculated from the linear correla-L m

tion between H and u, using the modified Van
Deemter equation (Eq. (11)). Information on the
mass transfer kinetics in the column was derived by
analyzing D and k thus obtained. The value ofL m

k was derived from D and k .m,L L m

Breakthrough curves of PTBP were measured in
single-step FA. The concentration of PTBP in the

23feed solution was increased from 1.0?10 to 1.2?
22 2110 g ml . The equilibrium isotherm was calcu-

lated from the breakthrough curves by the area
method, each curve giving one point of the isotherm.

Fig. 1. Langmuir isotherm of the phase equilibrium of PTBP.These data were fitted to the simple Langmuir
model, Eq. (1). The value of D was estimated froma

the breakthrough curve by applying the equilibrium– PTBP at three different mobile phase flow velocities
dispersive model [1]. Breakthrough curves were (F ). These data were determined from the ex-v

calculated for each concentration step using different perimental breakthrough curves by the area method.
constant values of D and the equilibrium isotherm The amount adsorbed (q) decreases but slightly witha

previously determined. Calculated curves were com- increasing flow velocity. The equilibrium data are
pared with the experimental one. The rate coefficient, well accounted for by the simple Langmuir isotherm
D , was the value giving the best agreement. D was (Eq. (1)). The best isotherm parameters of thea a

assumed to be constant over an FA concentration Langmuir equation were calculated from the average
step and to correspond to the average concentration value of q at the three different F values and arev

21 21of the step. Then, k was derived from D and the q 50.134 g ml and K 5177 ml g (see solidm,L a s L

value of k thus estimated was compared with that line in Fig. 1). In this study, the largest value of q ism,L
22 21 22 21previously calculated from D and k . 9.2?10 g ml , at C51.2?10 g ml and theL m

surface coverage (u 5q /q ) increased from 0 to abouts

0.69.
4. Results and discussion

4.2. Confirmation of locally linear isotherm
We first determined the equilibrium isotherm of conditions

PTBP from the experimental breakthrough curves.
Second, the elution peaks of the perturbations were In the perturbation method, the difference (DC)
analyzed, giving the kinetic parameters and their between the solute concentrations in the pulse in-
concentration dependence. This gave the information jected and in the feed solution should be as small as
required on the mass transfer kinetics in the column possible. In this study, the breakthrough curves of
and the value of k . A second value of k was PTBP had to be recorded at around 290 nm because,m,L m,L

calculated independently, from values of D esti- at shorter wavelengths, the response of the UVa

mated by comparing the experimental breakthrough detector was nearly saturated for high concentrations
curves and those calculated with the equilibrium– of the PTBP feed solution. As indicated earlier, DC

23 21dispersive model. Finally, the two sets of values of was kept at 1.0?10 g ml , because of the limited
k were compared. sensitivity of the detector close to the saturation ofm,L

its response.
4.1. Determination of phase equilibrium Consequently, the perturbation experiments were

made as follows. A breakthrough curve was recorded
Fig. 1 shows the equilibrium isotherm data for by replacing the pure mobile phase by a feed
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solution at C5C . Then, perturbations were injected from the Langmuir isotherm in Fig. 1 and from the0

using the sample solution, at increasing flow-rates of retention data, are close. The results in Fig. 2
feed solution. The solute concentrations in the feed validate the assumption that the elution peaks of the
and the sample solution (C ) were C and C 11.0? perturbation method were measured under locallyinj 0 0

23 2110 g ml , respectively. The value of C was linear isotherm conditions.0
23 21increased from 0 to 6.0?10 g ml . Therefore, the

validity of the assumption that the elution peaks were
measured under locally linear isotherm conditions 4.3. Estimation of kinetic parameters
must be checked at this stage.

In Fig. 2, the slope of the tangent of the Langmuir The kinetic parameters involved in Eqs. (7–9),
isotherm in Fig. 1 (dq /dC) (solid circle) is compared D , k and D , were estimated as follows. AsL m e

with that of the isotherm chord (Dq /DC) (solid explained earlier, k was estimated with the Wilson–f

square) at each concentration of PTBP in the feed Geankoplis equation (Eq. (16)) [26]. It was also
solution. The value of dq /dC is given by: assumed that the contribution of the adsorption /

desorption process to peak broadening was negligib-
q Kdq s L ly small, i.e., that k is large in the reversed-phaseads] ]]]]5 (20)2dC liquid chromatography (RPLC) system used in this(1 1 K C)L

study [32].
23As described earlier, DC was taken as 1.0?10 g

21ml and Dq derived from Eq. (1). Although a
4.3.1. Estimation of D and krelatively large discrepancy is observed between dq / L m

As described earlier, the kinetic parameters, DdC and Dq /DC in the low concentration range of C , L0

and k , can be calculated separately by takingthis difference decreases gradually with increasing m

advantage of the difference in the flow velocityC . The values of dq /dC and Dq /DC are very close0

dependence of the first and second terms in the RHSat high concentrations. Fig. 2 also illustrates the
of Eq. (11). In this study, k is assumed to beapparent dq /dC (solid triangle) calculated from the m

independent of u. However, the first term in the RHSretention data of the peaks eluted on the different
of Eq. (8), i.e., d /(6k ), depends on u. The value ofplateaus obtained. Even in the low concentration p f

k was estimated using Eq. (16) in which k wasrange, the two values of dq /dC, those calculated f f

assumed to be proportional to the one third power of
u. Under the experimental conditions of this study,
the contribution of d /(6k ) to F /(Kk ) is approxi-p f m

1 / 3 21mately 1.7 (55 ) times larger at F 50.5 ml minv
21than at 2.5 ml min . However, the influence of the

flow-rate dependence of k was neglected because off

the small contribution of the first term, d /(6k ), top f

F /(Kk ) as described later.m

Fig. 3 illustrates the correlation between H and u
at different C values. Although the plots are slightly0

scattered, almost linear correlations are observed. At
23C 50, the intercept (52D /u) is 7.9?10 cm. The0 L

reduced HETP (h) is calculated as 6.6 at C 50, a0

value somewhat larger than that normal obtained for
a well packed column. The slope at C 5 0 is0

221.6?10 s, from which the slope of the linear
correlation between h and n is calculated as 4.6?

Fig. 2. Comparison of the slope of the tangent of the equilibrium 2210 . This suggests that the mass transfer propertiesisotherm (dq /dC) with both the slope of the isotherm chord
in the C -silica gel particles are not outstanding.(Dq /DC) and dq /dC calculated from the retention of the elution 18

peak in the method of a pulse on a plateau. Following Eq. (11), D and k were estimated fromL m
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resistance. He indicated the presence of flow velocity
fluctuations across the bulk mobile phase stream
taking place on different scale, and divided them into
four groups, i.e., the trans-channel, short-range inter-
channel, long-range interchannel, and trans-column
contributions. The following equation was derived
for the contribution of eddy diffusion and stream
splitting to band broadening from the coupling
theory [2]:

1
]]]]]H 5O (21)D1 m
]] ]]1 22l d v udi p i p

where l and v are geometrical parameters. Eq. (21)
indicates that H approaches a limit 2ld (flowpFig. 3. Dependence of the HETP on the flow velocity of the feed
mechanism), at high flow velocities. By contrast, atsolution or mobile phase.

2low velocities, H approaches the limit vud /Dp m

(diffusive mechanism). Quantitative analysis of the
the intercept and the slope of the linear correlations different contributions of stream splitting to band
in Fig. 3. broadening indicates that the trans-channel and trans-

Fig. 4 shows a plot of D /u calculated from the column mechanisms contribute most to peak spread-L

extrapolated value of H at u50 in Fig. 3 against C . ing. The contributions of these mechanisms depend0
2An almost linear correlation is observed. The ratio mainly on D /(vud ) in the flow-rate range in thism p

D /u increases with increasing C although the study, i.e., n 526–132 [2]. Most of literature correla-L 0

relative variation of D /u is small. There is nothing tions used to estimate D are based on the assump-L m

in the chromatographic literature explaining a con- tion that D is inversely proportional to the viscositym

centration dependence of D . Using the random-walk (h), although it was pointed out that D changed inL m
20.5 21model, Giddings [2] analyzed in detail the influence proportion to h –h in a wide range of h [27].

of different mass transfer processes on the axial peak Furthermore, it is well known that the viscosity of a
dispersion. He considered axial molecular diffusion, solution increases almost linearly with increasing
Eddy diffusion, stream splitting and mass transfer solute concentration at low concentrations [1]. From

these results, it seems that the increase in viscosity of
the feed solution due to the dissolution of PTBP is
the main cause of the positive concentration depen-
dence of D /u illustrated in Fig. 4.L

Fig. 5 illustrates the concentration dependence of
k , which is calculated from the slope of the linearm

correlation in Fig. 3. As does D /u, k increasesL m
23 21with increasing C from 0 and 6.0?10 g ml . The0

concentration dependence of the rate parameters and
the diffusivities is abundantly discussed in the litera-
ture, for instance, those of k and k , in variousm m,L

separation or liquid phase systems [9–19,33,34].
That there is a positive concentration dependence of
these parameters seems to be the general conclusion.

Later, an attempt is made at interpreting some
characteristics of the mass transfer kinetics in C -18

Fig. 4. Concentration dependence of D /u. silica gel particles by analyzing k .L m
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circle) and D (solid triangle) corresponds to thep

contribution of surface diffusion (solid circle) to the
intraparticle migration of PTBP. Obviously, the
contribution of surface diffusion is much larger than
that of pore diffusion. We estimated D with Eq. (19)p

and neglected its concentration dependence. It is
probable that the error made in estimating D and inp

assuming that D (or D ) is constant and indepen-p m

dent of C influence little the result of this work0

because the contribution of pore diffusion to in-
traparticle diffusion is quite small.

Like D , the contribution of surface diffusion toe

intraparticle diffusion decreases with increasing C0

in Fig. 6. This result is explained by the con-
centration dependence of K and D , as described ina s

Fig. 5. Concentration dependence of k .m Eq. (18). Fig. 2 shows the correlation between dq /
dC (5K 5K /F ) and C . The decrease of K whena 0 a

23 214.3.2. Estimation of D C increases from 0 to 6.0?10 g ml is largere 0

Eq. (8) indicates that k is correlated with k , D than that of the contribution of surface diffusion tom f e

and k . As described earlier, the contribution of intraparticle diffusion shown in Fig. 6 (solid circle),ads

adsorption /desorption to band broadening was as- suggesting a positive concentration dependence of
sumed to be negligibly small in this study. The D . A similar positive concentration dependence ofs

validity of this assumption was confirmed in a D was reported for various liquid chromatographics

previous paper [32]. Because k can be estimated systems [20,21,23,24,33] and for other adsorptionf

with sufficient accuracy using the Wilson–Geankop- systems [30,34]. The results in Figs. 2 and 6 indicate
lis equation (Eq. (16)), D can be calculated from that the positive concentration dependence of ke m

k . Fig. 6 shows a plot of D versus C . Contrary to illustrated in Fig. 5 results from that of D . The valuem e 0 s
27 27 2D /u, D decreases with increasing C . Fig. 6 also of D was calculated as ca. 4.0?10 –7.2?10 cmL e 0 s

21shows the concentration dependence of the contribu- s , of the same order of magnitude as those of D ins

tions of pore and surface diffusions to intraparticle the RPLC systems discussed in previous publications
diffusion of PTBP. The difference between D (open [33,35–39].e

4.4. Comparison of the contribution of the three
mass transfer processes to the total HETP

The values of the kinetic parameters, D , k andL f

D , at different PTBP concentrations being obtained,e

the contributions of the three terms in the RHS of
Eq. (7) to the total HETP (H ) can be calculated,total

2 2except for 2[K /(11K)] [k /(11k )] [u /(Fk )].p p ads

Fig. 7 shows the results of this calculation. The
contribution of axial dispersion (H ) to H domi-ax total

nates. It varies from ca. 58 to 66% with the PTBP
concentration, whereas those of the fluid-to-particle
mass transfer (H ) and intraparticle diffusion (H ) aref d

ca. 9–16% and 25–27%, respectively. The RP
column used in this work was packed with aFig. 6. Comparison of the contributions of the pore and surface

diffusions to the intraparticle diffusion. conventional C -silica gel (12 mm) and, as indicated18
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Fig. 7. Comparison of the contributions of the mass transfer
resistance at each kinetic process in the C -silica gel column to18

the overall efficiency at different PTBP concentrations. HETP:
H , the overall column efficiency; H , the axial dispersion; H ,total ax f

the fluid-to-particle mass transfer; and H , the intraparticle diffu-d

sion.

earlier, its quality was moderate. The poorly packed
bed of the column was one of the reasons for the
large contribution of H to H , the size of whichax total

justifies the use of the equilibrium–dispersive model
to analyze the experimental breakthrough curves and
estimate D . Then, k was derived from D by Eq.a m,L a

(15).

4.5. Estimation of Da

In the equilibrium–dispersive model [1], the con-
tribution of the mass transfer resistances to band
broadening is included in the only kinetic parameter,
D . Using D and the equilibrium isotherm previous-a a

ly determined, a breakthrough curve can be calcu-
lated. The breakthrough curves obtained for different
values of D were compared with the experimentala

curves. The value giving the best agreement was
taken as the best estimate of D for the averagea

concentration of the breakthrough curve. Fig. 8
illustrates this procedure. The best calculated curves
(lines) and the experimental breakthrough curves
(symbols) are overlaid at three different flow-rates.
The procedure is somewhat arbitrary because the

Fig. 8. Comparison of the breakthrough curves calculated by the
upper part of the breakthrough curves did not fit well equilibrium–dispersive model with those experimentally measured

21in some cases. So, the precision in the estimate of D in the frontal analysis method. Flow-rate: (a) 0.5 ml min , (b) 1.5a
21 21was probably ca. 610%. Fig. 9 illustrates the ml min , and (c) 2.5 ml min .
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k (solid symbols). The values obtained for km,L m,L

increase with increasing C and increase faster at0

high than at low flow-rates. The concentration de-
pendence of k is interpreted by considering thosem,L

of the three parameters in Eq. (14), K, D and k . AsL m

shown in Figs. 4 and 5, D /u and k increase byL m

factors of approximately 1.5 and 3, respectively,
23 21when C increases from 0 to 6.0?10 g ml .0

Conversely, K is about four-times smaller at C 50
23 216.0?10 g m than at C 50 in Fig. 2. When C0 0

23 21increases from 0 to 6.0?10 g ml , both terms in
the RHS of Eq. (14) decrease, the first term decreas-
ing less at high than at low flow-rates. Although km,L

increases with increasing C as described above, by0

contrast, the column efficiency decreases. A com-
Fig. 9. Correlation between D and C .a 0 parison of the concentration dependences of both K

and k in Eq. (13) provides an explanation of thesem,L

correlation between D and C . Although the data contradictory trends of H and k . As shown in Fig.a 0 m,L

points are somewhat scattered, D is almost constant 10, k increases no more than two-fold in thea m,L

or slightly increases. This concentration dependence concentration range studied, even at F 52.5 mlv
21of D seems consistent with that of H shown in Fig. min . k depends less on the concentration thana m,L

3, where the column efficiency decreases with in- K.
creasing C . Fig. 10 also shows the values of k calculated0 m,L

with Eq. (15) from D , itself estimated by fitting thea

4.6. Comparison of the two sets of values of k experimental and calculated breakthrough curves inm,L

Fig. 8a–c. The values obtained for k are scatteredm,L

According to Eq. (14), k can be calculated from around the lines corresponding to the three flow-m,L

D and k , themselves estimated by analyzing the rates. In the FA experiments, the dimensionlessL m

profiles of the perturbation peaks. Fig. 10 shows Langmuir equilibrium constant [r51/(11K C )]L 0
23plots of k against C . The solid lines in Fig. 10 varied between 0.85 (at C 51.0?10 ) and 0.32 (atm,L 0 0

22are the correlations of these experimental values of C 51.2?10 ). Fig. 10 shows that correct values of0

D and k can be obtained by analyzing the profilesa m,L

of the breakthrough curves measured by FA for r
between 0.32 and 0.85. The values of r used in most
conventional liquid chromatographic systems are
probably included in this range. As indicated in
previous papers [20,21,23,24], the quantitative analy-
sis of k determined by FA provides some essentialm,L

information on the mass transfer kinetics in chro-
matographic columns, as described in Figs. 6 and 7.

5. Conclusion

The phase equilibrium of PTBP in the RPLC
system used in this study was accounted for by theFig. 10. Comparison of k values determined by the frontalm,L

analysis and the pulse on a plateau methods. simple Langmuir model in the range of r between 1
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and 0.32 (maximum relative surface coverage of H Height equivalent to a theoretical platePe

PTBP, 69%). Under these conditions, the characteris- calculated from D (cm)a

tics of the mass transfer kinetics determined by FA H Height equivalent to a theoretical plateSt

and by the perturbation method are in excellent calculated from k (cm)m,L
21agreement. The perturbation method allows the k Adsorption rate constant (s )ads

direct determination of D /u and k from the k External mass transfer coefficient (cmL m f
21variation of the efficiency of the perturbation peaks s )

with increasing flow-rate. Although the contribution k Mass transfer rate coefficient represent-m

of axial dispersion to band broadening was larger ing the contributions of the fluid-to-par-
than usual in RPLC and larger than that of the other ticle mass transfer, the intraparticle dif-
mass transfer processes, the values of k derived fusion, and the adsorption /desorption tom,L

21from D /u and k agree well with those derived band broadening (s )L m

from breakthrough curves. This agreement extends k Lumped mass transfer rate coefficientm,L

both over a wide range of concentrations (see above), representing the contributions of the
for which the isotherm behaves either linearly or axial dispersion, the fluid-to-particle
strongly nonlinearly, and over a range of reduced mass transfer, the intraparticle diffusion,
velocities from 26 to 132. This allows us to conclude and the adsorption /desorption to band

21that experimental results demonstrate that the two broadening (s )
methods give correct values of k . k Defined in Eq. (5a) (–)m,L p

9k Retention factor at infinite dilution (–)0

K Partition coefficient in nonlinear chro-
6. Nomenclature matography [5FK 5F(Dq /DC)] (–)a

K Adsorption equilibrium constant (–)a

A Coefficient of the modified Van Deemter K Parameter of the Langmuir isotherm (mlL
21equation (Eq. (11)) (cm) g )

C Concentration of the solute in the mobile L Column length (cm)
21phase (g ml ) M Molecular mass (–)

DC Increment of the concentration step (g Pe Column Peclet number (–)L
21ml ) q Concentration of the solute in the

21C Concentration of the solute in the sample stationary phase (g ml )inj
21 21solution (g ml ) q Saturated amount adsorbed (g ml )s

21C Coefficient of the modified Van Deemter *q q in equilibrium with C (g ml )s

equation (Eq. (11)) (s) dq /dC Slope of the tangent of the equilibrium
C Concentration of the solute in the feed isotherm (–)0

21solution (g ml ) Dq /DC Slope of the isotherm chord (–)
d Particle diameter (cm) r Dimensionless Langmuir equilibriump

D Apparent axial dispersion coefficient constant [51/(11K C )] (–)a L 0
2 21(cm s ) Re Reynolds number (–)

2 21D Intraparticle diffusivity (cm s ) Sc Schmidt number (–)e
2 21D Axial dispersion coefficient (cm s ) Sh Sherwood number (–)L

2 21D Molecular diffusivity (cm s ) St Stanton number (–)m
2 21D Pore diffusivity (cm s ) t Time (s)p

2 21D Surface diffusion coefficient (cm s ) T Absolute temperature (K)s

F Phase ratio [5(12e ) /e ] (–) u Average velocity of the feed solutionT T
21F Volumetric flow-rate of the feed solution and mobile phase (cm s )v

21and mobile phase (ml min ) V Molar volume at the normal boilingb
21h Reduced plate height (–) point (ml mol )

H Height equivalent to a theoretical plate z Longitudinal distance along the column
(cm) (cm)
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